ICC Executive Council Meeting – Friday, 31 May 2019
Spaces Kallmorgen Tower, Willy Brandt Strasse 23-25, Hamburg 20457, Germany

AGENDA

1. Welcome.
2. Brief presentations of participants.
3. Short view on the Rotary year (from Toronto to Hamburg).
4. Conclusions after Skype meeting moderated by our liaison Ellina Kushnir, and after returning of the questionnaires from ICC NCs.
5. From ICC Concert in Liege focus on Peace between Ukraine and Russia to the future ICC USA - Ukraine.
7. Conclusions after the ICC Seminar in Pula, Croatia.
8. ICCs Focus on Water and Sanitation.
11. Status Quo at Hamburg Convention – To Identify what to change from the Articles of ICC paragraphs in the COP.
12. ICC General treasurer remarks.
13. Additional points of interest – Interventions from Executive Council members.
13. Questions / Answers.